A Geography of San Diego Murders

MOB JOBS

1. Tower Bar, 3030 Pacific Hw 80
The victim, a man named Music, was shot dead by robbers in this bar, located at the corner of Pacific Highway and Ocean Street. The incident was caught on video surveillance, and the killer was later identified as a member of the local mob.

2. The victim was a Mafia enforcer named Monte. According to witnesses, he was shot outside a bar called "The Ritz" on Ocean Street. The killer, who was riding a motorcycle, shot Monte in the head and fled the scene.

3. The victim, named Mark, was shot in the head while walking on 3rd Avenue near Pacific Highway. He was carrying a purse and had just left a nearby store. The killer was never found.

MURDER AND MONEY

Story by Matt Potter
INSIDE THE PARK

It's a dog eat dog world.

The boys are the men and the men are the dogs.

The girls are the women and the woman are the dogs.

The dogs are like men.

—William Shakespeare

YES, I CAMP!

I'm going to camp out on the beach. I heard there's a great place to camp near here.

CHIEF SWEAT SHIRTS $10

GRAPHIC SWEAT SHIRTS $19

HAIR LOSS... RESULTS

6 MONTHS for only $99.

BIG DOGS

OF PACIFIC BEACH

AN TECH RESEARCH LABORATORIES

NOW! 29 LOCATIONS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

FAMILY FITNESS CENTERS

—Ready for the beach and summer fun in the sun?

Go! Get fit at Family Fitness, with all the right equipment and aerobics classes you need to make your body beach beautiful.

Go to Family Fitness, get fit, then go join the summer-time fun.

439-4044

17711 Camino Real

(Turn 4 Country Club)

425-5600

3350 Via Madrona

(North Pointe)

588-8600

3225 Via Pacifica

(Leucadia)

739-9422

254-9903

350 Presidio Drive

(Presidio Villa)

No dues · Full hours membership

*Pre-opening member discounts

Now there are 29 locations in Southern California.

Beachside. When the sun is shining. When the sea is sparkling. When the wind is blowing. When the world is yours. When you're at Family Fitness. Where your body is beach beautiful.
The Reader
Classifieds' new Counseling & Support Groups
Category
Featuring licensed professionals who can help if you're having problems such as:
FEAR
GRIEF
STRESS
ANXIETY
DEPRESSION
FAMILY
DIVORCE
MARRIAGE
RELATIONSHIPS
SEXUAL ISSUES
DRUG ABUSE
PERSONAL ISSUES
ALCOHOLISM
SELF-ESTEEM

Locate each week in Section 3
To advertise your service in this category or an introductory rate, call Jay Banks at 229-9536.

CITY LIGHTS
BALLOON MAN

The Reader offers a special service for those who are interested in obtaining
the attention of the public. The service is known as the "City Lights," and it involves
renting a helium-filled balloon with your name or message printed on it. The
balloon will float high above the earth for several hours, drawing the attention
of passersby and creating a sense of excitement.

The City Lights service is particularly useful for advertising businesses or events.
For example, a restaurant might rent a balloon to promote a new menu, or a
nonprofit organization might use it to raise awareness for a cause.

To use the City Lights service, you will need to provide the following information:
- Your name or message
- The location where you want the balloon to be released
- The duration of the rental

The City Lights service is available for a small fee, and the balloon will be
released on a schedule that minimizes interference with other activities.

The City Lights service is a unique and effective way to draw attention to your
business or event.

THE PORTFOLIO FIGHT

The Reader offers a special service called the "Portfolio Fight," which is
designed to help individuals achieve their personal and professional
goals.

The Portfolio Fight service is a comprehensive program that includes:
- A one-on-one consultation with a qualified coach
- A personalized portfolio
- A series of workshops and seminars

The Portfolio Fight service is available for a small fee, and it will be
provided at a local community center.

The Portfolio Fight service is a valuable tool for anyone looking to
achieve their goals and reach their full potential.

FREE SUMMER BEACH KIT

We are proud to offer the first time in San Diego

PACE

We also feature FX Sports

FREE SUMMER BEACH KIT
with this ad - white supplies kit

619 Pearl St. La Jolla • 619-563-6580
on the corner of Pearl & Crown

COMPLETE CARE
SOFT CONTACTS
NO SUBSCRIPTION CHARGE

INTRODUCING...
THE FIRST DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENS!

185 months

The Reader offers a special service called the "Complete Care Soft Contacts,"
which provides disposable contact lenses for a subscription fee.

The Complete Care Soft Contacts service is available for a small fee, and it
will be provided at a local optometrist.

The Complete Care Soft Contacts service is a valuable tool for anyone
looking for convenient and comfortable contact lenses.

CALL US TODAY

COME CELEBRATE
San Diego's newest & hottest active wear store

CALIFORNIA ACTIVE

GRAND OPENING!!
SATURDAY, JUNE 24

Visit with "all-time-great"
Sockr player
Julie Vee
featuring Studio Veen-Arts-Ts

We are proud to offer the first time in San Diego

PACE

We also feature FX Sports

Pace

Billy & Gywnn

We also feature FX Sports

FREE SUMMER BEACH KIT
with this ad - white supplies kit

619 Pearl St. La Jolla • 619-563-6580
on the corner of Pearl & Crown
Simmer and Smoke
Don Antonio is more than a taco man

A
I had glanced at Don Antonio’s taco shop a few times and always thought it was a little peculiar. It was located right in the heart of the city, on a busy street corner. The building itself was unassuming, but the sign that hung above it stood out—bright green letters on a black background. The name, Don Antonio’s Taco Shop, was written clearly in white. The entrance was a small door that opened onto a narrow walkway. Inside, it was always crowded, with people waiting in line to order their food. The smell of fresh tortillas and sizzling meats filled the air. The sound of sizzling and frying echoed throughout the shop, creating an inviting atmosphere for visitors. I decided to go inside and try their food for myself. The moment I stepped inside, I was greeted by the friendly staff. They were all short and stocky, with faces that wore permanent smiles. They were quick to serve me, and the food arrived in no time. I was struck by the variety of options available. From the classic tacos to the more exotic dishes, there was something for everyone. I chose the Nopal Taco, which was filled with nopales, a type of cactus, and ground beef. It was delicious, and I couldn’t help but go back for another. Don Antonio’s Taco Shop was more than just a place to eat. It was a community hub, where people came together to enjoy some good food and each other’s company. I was grateful to have discovered this hidden gem in the heart of the city.
MURDER IN UNIFORM

According to the preliminary report, Officer SA Johnson, 26-year-old San Diego Police, died of gunshot wounds sustained while on duty on August 1, 2001. The circumstances surrounding the officer's death are under investigation. The San Diego Police Department, in accordance with its procedures, is liaising with the County Medical Examiner's Office to determine the cause of death.

CELEBRITIES AND MURDER

Neil Young, 39-year-old singer and songwriter, was found dead in his home on October 27, 1991.

BILLY JOE ARMSTRONG

The lead vocalist of the rock band Green Day, was found dead in his home on January 17, 1990.

SILK PLANT SALE

Come see San Diego's largest and finest selection of silk plants, trees and flowers at prices you won't believe. With a busy career and four children, I couldn't put my life's work just to go out for a ride. Here's why I went to Dier Center:

Losing weight fast. I'm not just losing weight, I'm losing inches, pounds, and inches melt away for good.

Less food, more exercise. Minimalist shows only 5% of the weight lost at the Dier Center program is exercise, but not want to be truly fat.

Fast results. Expensive packaged meals required. Not for the weak. Additional weight loss available.

Call now for your FREE consultation at Dier Center. (444) 6871 6555 1000 N. 10th Ave., San Diego, CA 92101. Dier Center, Inc. is a Commissioned Sales Representative for Dier Center.

GARY GILMORE

GOLDSMITH

DIET CENTER

SILK PLANT Sale

Diet Center fits my busy lifestyle.

LIFESTYLE

A second pair of contact lenses or backup glasses when purchased with a pair of contacts.

20% OFF

WE NOW HAVE DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

WE NOW HAVE DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

20% OFF

BROWN EYES BLUE $119

LITE $24,99

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

$29,99

$5,00

$75

$75

$75

$75

$75

SILK PLANT SALE

SILK PLANT SALE

SILK PLANT SALE

SILK PLANT SALE

SILK PLANT SALE

SILK PLANT SALE

SILK PLANT SALE

SILK PLANT SALE
This Pops concert has been approved by the American Heart Association.
QUARTER NOTES

MAINLY MOZART FESTIVAL

I had to be one of the earlier performances of the Mozart Festival. The...
FABULOUS FUTONS

"The Brazilian" Swing Frame


NEW!!! THE SPARTA FRAME

Price includes 4-layer futon. Twin size $89. Full size $109. Queen size $139.

A two for one SALE!

Waterbed Supplies on sale! 6 month condition or waterbed treatment $99. Fill and drain kit $89.

Fiesta Convertible

Price includes 4-layer futon. Twin size $149. Full size $169.

The Samurai Convertible

Price includes 4-layer futon. Twin size $149. Full size $169.

Also specializing in:

Waterbed supplies • Foam-bags • Mattresses • Bed sheets • Waterbeds • Convertibles • Custom orders

The best prices on the largest selection of quality futons and futon frames in Los Angeles.

SATURDAY 11 AM TO 8 PM SUNDAY 11 AM TO 6 PM

Zen Furniture

SLEEP SHOPS

June 11086
PLANKS FOR THE MEMORY

Young author says a pile of rocks and water is all a child needs to create an evocative scene. "On a hot day, my father and I would go to the beach together. There would be a cool breeze coming off the ocean, and the sound of the waves would lull us into a peaceful state of mind." The author shares memories of his childhood summers spent by the sea, highlighting the simplicity and beauty of nature.

OUTSIDE CHANCES

You might not have noticed, but there are chances to experience something unique. Try listening to different sounds, such as rain, wind, or birds singing. You can also observe the patterns in nature, like the way leaves fall or the way clouds move across the sky. These small moments can bring a sense of wonder and appreciation for the world around us.

CELEBRATING SERENITY

In Japan, children engage in the practice of wellness through mindful activities. "Playing with water in the park is a great way to celebrate serenity," says the author. "The refreshing feel of the water and the sound of the waves create a peaceful atmosphere." This simple activity allows children to connect with nature and experience a sense of calm.

JAPANESE NOVELS

Japan is known for its rich literary tradition, including novels that explore themes of serenity and simplicity. "Buddha in the Snow" by Mieko Kawakami is a contemporary novel that delves into the beauty of nature and the human spirit. The author discusses how the novel captures the essence of serenity through its descriptive language and thoughtful storytelling.
ROMANCES SAN DIEGO BAY

All New Menu!
29.95"Dinner Cruise Special (Selected nights)

Price includes:
- Complete seated dinner service
- All of your drinks and beverages
- Live entertainment
- Dancing
- Special cruise
- Romantic waterfront views
- Plus tax and tip

Polynesian
Dinner Cruise
Wednesday and Thursday nights
Cruise includes:
- Complimentary lei and flower lei for you and your date
- Tapa and island dinner
- All of your drinks included
- 2-hour bus ride to the Island
- Live entertainment featuring "The Young Polynesians"
- Hale & fire dance shows
- Dine at the Island

Sunday Champagne Brunch "19.95"
12 noon to 2:30 pm
Cruise includes:
- Complimentary champagne
- Noodles and rolls
- Soups, soups and salads
- 2-hour cruise of S.D. Bay
- Live entertainment (*Per person; plus tip)

Ships location:
1066 N. Harbor Dr, San Diego

Moonlight Cruise Specials!
15.00 each
Every Friday and Saturday night
11:00 pm-2:30 am. Drink included.

1st Friday of every month...
KSAM "Comedy Cruise
July 7 hosted by Stacy Taylor
featuring The B Street Band and
Monica Piper

2nd Friday of every month...
Country Western
Cruise
July 14 hosted by Bill Mackey
featuring Al Turner and the
KSON Flat Bed Band

3rd Friday of every month...
KSD "Amateur Comedy Cruise
Hosted by Joe Vecchio
featuring Joe & the Supertab and
The Young Polynesians

4th Friday of every month...
Live Music Cruise
July 21 hosted by Steven Huntington
and featuring Flight 7

July 4 Fireworks Cruises
Dinner Cruise 7:30-10:00 pm
2-hour cruise, live band, full dinner, and all drinks.
Cocktail Cruise 8:00-10:30 pm
2-hour cruise with DJ

For Information and Reservations
Call now...
234-8687
Local Events


Brush Up on Your Romance ... Cinderella Carriage, Inc.

Palomar Gardens, 1234 Main St., Escondido. Call 765-2222 for reservations. Call 765-2345 for information or to book a carriage. 

North Coast Repertory Theatre presents:
The West Coast premiere of 'Hamlet'

An outrageous musical face

Monsieur

Psychic Fair - June 24 & 25

Claremont Patrona Astronauts
Tarot Readers

Ocean Beach

June 25, 1989
9:00-6:00

enmotion

OCEANFRONT WEEKEND IN BAJA

Life's a Beach

OCEANFRONT WEEKEND IN BAJA

Nurse's Day

Healing The Healers

San Diego Convention & Performing Arts Center

Comedy show features top national headliners.

San Diego Convention Center

For Reservations: 1-800-859-2079

St. Patrick's Day Parade

San Diego, Calif., March 17, 1989. 

St. Patrick's Day Parade Council

For reservations: 1-800-859-2079

Cloudy day, warm and sunny.
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And You Thought Shakespeare Was Boring. SURPRISE!

...the season is off to a running start with a sparkling MUCH AND ABOUT NOTHING...wonderfully accessible.

--- LA TIMES

Don't miss Shakespeare's dour through the silly, jazzy, and wise words of love. It's classic comedy set in the Old Southland!

LAMP'S UPLAND THEATRE
CLUB MERCEDES

Thursday-Saturday, June 22-24
STREET HEART

Every Tuesday Night
CHAOS PRODUCTIONS

Wednesday-Friday, June 20-30
FIRST CLASS

Bahiia Belle

Bahia Resort Hotel

San Diego 2123 Westgate Drive

554-3000

OF NOTE

The 50th Anniversary of Book and Clay: "Tahleen: The Story of a Woman Who Changed the World," by Sybil Taff, is celebrated at the Clay People's Holiday Bookstore on Saturday, July 9, from 2 to 5 p.m. The event includes a reading of a new edition of Taff's book, a discussion of the book's impact on the world, and a Q&A session with the author. All proceeds from the book sale will benefit the Clay People's Holiday Bookstore. For more information, visit claypeople.com.

Stephen Edmondson

"Dance All Night: The Life and Times of a Dancer," by Susan Glaspell, is a new play opening at the Balboa Theatre on July 8. The show, directed by Michael Kehoe, features a cast of 20 dancers and explores the life of a dancer who has been dancing for over 50 years. For more information, visit balboatheatre.com.

"If You're Injured, You Need Special Attention," by David Sedaris, is a new book that explores the author's experiences with healthcare and the medical system. The book, which is available now, provides a humorous yet profound look at the state of healthcare in America. For more information, visit david sedaris.com.

Bryan Jones

Mornings
5:30-10:00 am
Kicks

Now appearing

Great Food And All That Jazz.

The Islandia Bar & Grill

A competition for unsigned bands
A chance to play in the ultimate showcase

All Recorders 30% to 60% off!

McDougall's Restaurant & Pub

Join all of us at the Cargo Bar
Located at The San Diego Hotel
2177 K Street, San Diego
(619) 238-3600

The Cargo Bar
Is Jam Packed With Jazz, Good Eats & People

WEDNESDAY
June 28 People Movers 5:30-10:30 pm
July 5 People Movers 5:30-10:30 pm

THURSDAY
June 29 People Movers 5:30-10:30 pm

SUNDAY JAZZ BRUNCH
June 25 Mark Lesserman Band with KFMI's Lori Bell
with KFMI's Steve Huntington

Reel to Reel...PLUS
WE'RE CELEBRATING OUR GRAND REMODELING...

NEW WORLD AUDIO EXPRESS PRESENTS

MEGA-DEMO WEEK!

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28
4-7 PM
Meet with manufacturer's representatives from Tascam and Lexicon! See all the latest products!

THURSDAY, JUNE 29
4-7 PM
A manufacturer's representative from Kawai will be on hand to demonstrate Kawai equipment. AND... stick around for the 7 pm show featuring Roger Rond Hall be showing the MCP-60, ASIQ-10, the ST80 and the ST100.

FRIDAY, JUNE 30
4-7 PM
Alexa and E4 will have representatives available for product demonstration and questions! NHT deal on the EV DH 1512 ER speakers!

SATURDAY, JULY 1
1-4 PM
Come in for demonstrations of the full line of King equipment by one of their representatives! Special on the midrange and other modules.

SPECIALS OFFERED DURING THIS EVENT INCLUDE:

TASCAM PORTA 02 $499

EMI PROTEUS

KURZECK

PROTON SYSTEM SPECIAL $499

ROLAND U20

6.99

11.99

6.99

DANGEROUS TOYS

LPS & CASSETTES

COMPACT DISCS

TOWER RECORDS

VIDEO

Apparans at Ruth's Bar
JULY 2

40% OFF
SUPPLIES & GOODS

SPORTS ARENA

EL CAJON

4041 Eastlake Blvd.
3000 Harper Rd.
EL CAJON, CA

COLLEGE AREA

4045 Friars Rd.
Halcyon, CA

DANGEROUS TOYS

HIGH TECH RETAIL STORE

CALL (619) 566-1944

Your high technology haven store
NITELIFE
The ultimate in entertainment
• Complimentary butler duty
• Dry specials
• $1 off pitcher of beer with the ad
• Free chip/chips with the ad
• Monday night pool tournament

DANCE
THE NIGHT AWAY
with DJ DOCTOR "T"
1903 CAGE
No cover! No minimum!
Every Trim, Fri. & Sat.
night from 9 pm-2 am

$2.99
COMPACT DISC
RENTALS?
$2.99 each 7" & 12"
$1.99 each 8" & 10"

MUSIC TRADER
3460 Boundary Ave.
619-523-0612 • White parking

SAN DIEGO SOUTH
THE WATCH TOWER
123 CAFE
Finger food, drinks,
live DJ & dancing

THE STRAND
7493 La Jolla Blvd.
749-3897

4000 Ponce de Leon
720-0010

2530 Mountain View
619-256-2010

THE BARRACKS
8480 University Ave.
720-7807

THE AZTEC
5100 Balboa Park
450-1661

THE CAFE
1113 1st Ave.
619-238-7432

THE VILLAGE
8190 University Ave.
727-3535

THE SWAG
5507 La Jolla Blvd.
619-552-6688

SAN DIEGO NORTH
THE CORDERO
1450 Cordero Rd.
823-1500

THE LAFAYETTE
10270 North Torrey Pines
858-459-3333

THE REVOLUTION
1450 La Brea Rd.
619-264-6232

THE HUNTINGTON BEACH
2120 Pacific Coast Hwy.
495-1777

THE MOODY
1306 2nd Ave.
619-233-0703

THE VENICE BEACH
1111 W. Hunley St.
395-2693

THE VILLAGE
2056 La Jolla Blvd.
619-298-7273

THE BACKYARD
5404 Pine Ave.
619-296-9896

THE 20TH CENTURY
7475 University Ave.
356-9200

THE VILLAGE
5502 1st Ave.
619-233-2377

THE BARRACKS
5779 La Jolla Blvd.
619-452-0100

THE PACIFIC BEACH
1221 Pacific Blvd.
452-5977

THE SOUTHEAST BEACH
1722 1st Ave.
619-227-1000

THE PANTHERS
7800 University Ave.
529-0607

THE NORTH BEACH
1394 1st Ave.
619-227-8647

6091 La Jolla Blvd.
619-298-6563

5th BIRTHDAY
PARTY!
at
EL CAJON
Dancing 7 nights a week
$1.00 Happy Hour Mon.-Fri. 4-7 pm
Complimentary appetizer buffet

NO COVER • FREE VALET PARKING
1340 Broadway
442-0537

THURSDAY, JUNE 29
It's our birthday and we want to celebrate with you!

MUSIC • DANCING • Drink specials and much, much more

Admission only $5.00
For more information call 456-4805
5373 Mission Center Road • San Diego, CA 92108
Mission Valley's Finest
"FIESTA HOUR"

Weekdays 4-8 pm

16 oz. Margaritas $1.50
Well Drinks 12.75
Bud or Bud Light $1.00

Long Island Iced Tea $1.50
4:40 pm - Closing

Live Original Music

BorderTown 8:00 pm

New Compact Disc Jukebox and Late Night Appetizer Menu

Mission Valley
298-8281

Samba down to Rio!
Carnival every night

Live Entertainment & Dancing Under Roof Bands
3 Different Bands on 3 Different Levels

Sundays & Mondays

"Rio Time" - Comprehensive Brazilian Buffet All You Can Eat Special $15.00
French Champagne & Brazilian Ambiance. Sun 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm

COCA-COLA Dining Room

Open to the public for seating or takeout

Cocktails

Mission Valley's Finest

"FIESTA HOUR"

Weekdays 4-8 pm

16 oz. Margaritas $1.50
Well Drinks 12.75
Bud or Bud Light $1.00

Long Island Iced Tea $1.50
4:40 pm - Closing

Live Original Music

BorderTown 8:00 pm

New Compact Disc Jukebox and Late Night Appetizer Menu

Mission Valley
298-8281

Samba down to Rio!
Carnival every night

Live Entertainment & Dancing Under Roof Bands
3 Different Bands on 3 Different Levels

Sundays & Mondays

"Rio Time" - Comprehensive Brazilian Buffet All You Can Eat Special $15.00
French Champagne & Brazilian Ambiance. Sun 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm

Cocktails

Mission Valley's Finest

"FIESTA HOUR"

Weekdays 4-8 pm

16 oz. Margaritas $1.50
Well Drinks 12.75
Bud or Bud Light $1.00

Long Island Iced Tea $1.50
4:40 pm - Closing

Live Original Music

BorderTown 8:00 pm

New Compact Disc Jukebox and Late Night Appetizer Menu

Mission Valley
298-8281
Surfside
Beach Club

COMMON SENSE
Reggae

PLANET 10
Winston's Bar and Grill

FORBIDDEN PIGS
BORBACH'S LOCO

1-YEAR ANNIVERSARY PARTY
FOR RUMBOOGIES

THE INCREDIBLE HAYNECK
Country Rock

Surfside

LIVE MUSIC

TELEGRAMS!
Entertainers

ALL OCCASIONS
SINGING, SLEIGHTS, CLown

CALL NOW

Surfside

Downtown Professionals
Happy Hour

Monday through Friday
4:00 to 7:00 pm
Located on the Magazine level above Horton Plaza's James Meehan.
Over 25 wines by the glass &
over 60 beers in 100s.
free hors d'oeuvres
House wine $1.50
Draft $1.00
695-7766
For people who like to smoke...

BENSON & HEDGES

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.
LIFE IN HELL
By Matt Groening / 1989

NOTICE

SERVICES

HAIRCUTS, PERMS, 10-LITRE, COLD WAVE CURLS

50% OFF THESE SERVICES

TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE
$17.85/MONTH

INFANT MASSAGE CLASSES
NOW FORMING

THE TOTAL LOOK SALON

1523 11th St., Suite D

652-2477

April Parks, hair designer, has moved!

50% OFF

all hair services

Fridays & Sat.

GERALD TOUCHE-CRACKERS

GARY'S BARBER SHOP

SERVICES

HAIR EXTENSIONS

Make short hair long

TELEPHONE

Stylish Nails

COMPLETE BEAUTY CARES

ACRYLICS 17.95

Call for an appointment

Long & Full

1700 Hepburn St., La Jolla

231-8670

1000 E. Hyatt St., La Jolla

385-3740

858-454-4661

San Diego, C.A.

Regular.

$25.00

Mack's & women's

SATSU SYSTEMS

$25.00

10-LITRE

$35.00

Assorted fiber curls

$25.00

TELEPHONE

$3.00

$3.00

SUNDAY

1000 E. Hyatt St., La Jolla

1000 E. Hyatt St., La Jolla

GET THE LOOK WITH

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES

ELECTROLYSIS WITHOUT REGROWTH

For Inquiries only

Call for a free consultation
THE READER PUZZLE #562 Face Game

By Don Rubs

MAPLE SYRUP
SALISBURY STEAK
POPCORN
MOUSSAKA
CHILI CON CARNE
CHOW MEIN
SAUERKRAUT
KNISHES
VINDALOO
TANG
BOURCHT
BAZA GANOUSH

Rules of the game
1. The name for naming the Reader Puzzle will be a Reader.
2. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle will always be the same.
3. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.
4. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.
5. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.
6. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.
7. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.
8. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.
9. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.
10. Apartments in the Reader Puzzle are always the same.

Note: The Reader Puzzle does not reveal any important information about the Reader's apartments. The Reader always remains the same in the Reader Puzzle.
READER'S GUIDE TO RESTAURANTS

CARNEGIE HALL

Complete Japanese Meal for $28.95

10 items served daily 11 am - 2 pm

Century Cafe now open for breakfast 8 am-10 am Monday-Friday

SPECIALTY CROQUETTES: Eggs, French toast, ham, or sausage. Spicy selections daily

Café y Cantina

Grand Opening Specials

Chinese Dinner for 2 $49.95

Buy one dinner for $9.95 and receive 2nd dinner FREE!

Dinner includes 1 1/2 glasses of WINE, soups, salads, vegetables, and deep-fried CRAB CLAW SCALLOPS and your choice of 2 items below:

1. Mandarin Chinese

2. Szechuan Chinese

3. Hunan Chinese

Mandarin Chinese Restaurants

2023 Mission Ave

San Diego - 212-1790

California Club Sushi Bar

5622 El Cajon Blvd 287-1993

Lunch 11 am - 2 pm

Dinner 5 pm - 10 pm

Open until 1 am

South Bay & Coronado

Tijuana

Specials include:

- Spicy pepper steak
- Charcoal chicken
- Miso soup
- Fried rice
- Sushi

San Diego's Finest Sushi Bar

1140 South Terre Vie Road La Jolla - 451-4620

SOUTH BAY & CORONADO

Readers' Guide to Restaurants

Late Night

Saturday Night Prime Time

Prime Rib and Wine for Two Each Saturday

Dine with a friend at the beautiful Terry Pines Inn. Enjoys an intimate setting with a cozy table outside (weather permitting). Each dinner includes a selection of prime rib, grilled port tenderloin, pasta with garlic butter sauce, and white rice. Reservations required. Saturdays from 5 pm to 10 pm.

A TON OF TAILS

11.95

Home of the 11.95 lobster dinner Mexican-style hanger with all the rice, beans & tortillas you can eat.

- Extensive menu: fresh fish, shrimp, steak, chicken, steak, and more!
- Serving lunch and dinner • Full bar specializing in "Rock & Roll" margaritas • Mexican and African music • Moderate GOOD TIMES

Through July 8 with this ad

6690 Mission Grove Road (off Fries Road)

San Diego 451-4620
If your household income is at least $25,000 a year ... you could own this BMW 325i today!

It can now cost more to drive an imitation BMW than a BMW.

For years, auto makers have been unleashing hordes of sporty-looking cars that claim to perform "like a BMW." What's a bit puzzling about the current crop is that many of these imitations now cost as much if not more than the original. Fortunately, there's an easy way to distinguish between the two. It's called driving.

Come into BMW of San Diego and test drive the 325i today. See how affordable owning a BMW can be.

BMW of San Diego

5050 Kearny Mesa Road
San Diego 560-5950